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Abstract

The paper builds a dynamic and nonlinear model simple enough to

permit explicit solutions for four important variables, i.e., (1) the

nominal rate of interest, (2) physical output, (3) the real rate of

interest, and (4) the rate of inflation. In four alternative fiscal-

policy scenarios the model determines the rates of change of those four

variables and shows that the economic effects of money and bond fi-

nancing of a fiscal deficit are quite different.





FISCAL POLICY:

THE INTRINSIC DYNAMICS OF INTEREST RATES, OUTPUT, AND INFLATION

BY HANS BREMS

*I can't remember things before they happen," Alice remarked.

Lewis Carroll (1969: 131)

1. INTRODUCTION

A government deficit may be financed in two ways. Either the

government issues noninterest-bearing claims upon Itself called money,

or the government issues interest-bearing claims upon itself called

bonds. The economic effects of money and bond financing may be quite

ditferent. The purpose of the present paper is to build a dynamic

model permitting explicit solutions for

(1) the nominal rate of interest

(2) physical output

(3) the real rate of interest

(4) the rate of inflation

and to determine the rates of change of those four variables In four

alternative fiscal-policy scenarios:
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(1) identical growth rates of the money and bond supplies

(2) pure money financing

(3) pure bond financing

(A) a balanced budget

II. NOTATION

1. Variables

C n physical consumption

D = demand for money

G E physical government purchase of goods and services

g,
H proportionate rate of growth of variable v

I = physical investment

M = supply of money

P H price of goods and services

II h price of bonds

Q = physical quantity of government bonds outstanding

R e tax revenue

r i nominal rate of interest

p H real rate of interest

X = physical output

Y 5 money national income

y = money disposable income
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2. Parameters

A = autonomous consumption

a = marginal propensity to consume real disposable income

B = autonomous investment

b H marginal inducement to invest

f = marginal inducement to hold money

g = proportionate rate of growth of parameter v

H h rate of inflation at zero excess capacity

h = sensitivity of rate of inflation to excess capacity

i = interest payment per annum per government bond

J = autonomous demand for money

j = marginal propensity to hold transaction money

t = marginal tax rate

X = physical capacity
max

The model will include derivatives with respect to time t, hence

is dynamic.

III. THE MODEL

Define the proportionate rate of growth of a magnitude v as
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Figure 1. Inflation Tempered by Excess Capacity





dv 1

(1) 8^=
dt v

Consider a one-good economy with three sectors in it, firms, house-

holds, and government. Define, as the U.S. Department of Commerce

(1954: 1) does, national income as the aggregate earnings arising from

current production:

(2) Y = PX

Let firms have inflationary expectations: A firm expects its sup-

pliers to be forever raising their prices and labor to be forever rais-

ing its money wage rate. Within their province, but tempered by excess

capacity, firms will try to keep abreast of inflation by raising their

prices by

(3) gp - H - h(X - X)
r max

as shown in figure 1.

Once we allow for inflation we must distinguish between two rates

of interest, the nominal one and the real one. Define the real rate of

interest as the nominal one minus the rate of inflation:

(4) p = r -
«P
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Let Investment be a function of the real rate of interest:

(5) I - S - bp

as shown in figure 2.

Let government bonds be perpetuities, each paying the stationary

amount of interest i dollars. per annum. Let Q be the physical quantity

of such bonds outstanding. Then the government interest bill is iQ.

Define, as the U.S. Department of Commerce (1954: 59-60) does, dispos-

able income as national income plus the payment of interest on govern-

ment bonds minus tax revenue:

(6) y E Y + IQ - R

Let consumption be the linear function of real disposable income:

(7) C - A + ay/P

as shown in figure 3. Via (6) our consumption function (7) includes

all real return on wealth, both the real return arising from current

production and included in Y/P and the real return not arising from cur-

rent production and included In iQ/P.

Let government purchase goods and services, service its debt, and

collect taxes. Let G be physical government purchase of goods and ser-

vices. Let government bonds be perpetuities, each paying the stationary

amount of interest i dollars per annum. Let Q be the physical quantity
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of such bonds outstanding. Then the government interest bill is iQ.

Let r be the nominal rate of interest used as a discount rate. As de-

rived in Brems (1980: 83) the market price of a bond will then be

(8) D - i/r

The dollar proceeds of a new bond issue is price of bond times

physical quantity of new bonds issued, or IldQ/dt.

Let tax revenue be in proportion to money national income plus gov-

ernment interest bill:

(9) R = x(Y + iQ)

where < t < 1, as shown in figure 4.

The government budget constraint will then be

dM dQ

(10) GP+iQ-R= — +n —
dt dt

Let real demand for money be a function of the nominal rate of in-

terest and the sum of real national income and real government interest

bill:

(11) D/P - J + j(Y + iQ)/P - fr
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as shown in figure 5. Like our consumption function (7) our demand-for-

money function (11) includes all real return on wealth, both the real

return arising from current production and included in Y/P and the real

return not arising from current production and included in iQ/P.

Finally let the system be in equilibrium. Goods market equilibrium

requires the supply of goods to equal the demand for them:

(12) X - C + I + G

Money-market equilibrium requires the supply of money to equal the

demand for it:

(13) M - D

IV. SOLUTIONS

1. The Nominal Rate of Interest

Insert (2) and (9) into (6), (6) into (7), and write consumption

as

(14) C = A + a(l - x)(X + iQ/P)

Insert (1), (2), (8) and (9) into (10) and write governnent pur-

chase as
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(15) G - j^M/P + [g /r - (1 - t)]1Q/P + xX

The division by r in the term gn
/r makes our system nonlinear but

is unavoidable: The dollar proceeds of new bond issues, present in the

government budget constraint (10), depend via (8) on how elastic the

nominal rate of interest r is with respect to the rate of growth g of

the bond supply. Our model must have room for that elasticity.

Insert the expressions (14) for C and (15) for G together with (5)

into the goods-market equilibrium condition (12). Insert (3) and (4)

Into the result and find an IS curve:

A + B + g*I/P + [g /r - (1 - a)(l - x)]IQ/P

(16) r = y

(H - hX )b - [(1 - a)(l - t) - bh]X
,

Tnnx

Insert (13) into (11) and find an LM curve:

M/P - J - ljQ/P + fr

(17) X

Insert the LM curve (17) into the IS curve (16) and find the qua-

dratic equation in r
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W gnljQ/P

(18) r - - r - -Js

V V

where

a9) W = [A + B + g^M/P - bhiQ/P + (H - bX )b]j

- [(1 - a) (1 - t) - bh](M/P - J)

(20) V = [(1 - a)(l - t) - bh]f + bj

The roots of the quadratic equation (18) are the solutions for the

nominal rate of interest

2 1 /?
W W gnijQ/P

X/Z

(21) r = — +
[(—) +-2

]

2V 2V V

For

2
W V

(22) 8
Q
" " (-

2V UQ/P
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the bracket of (21) is zero, and there is the single real root r = W/(2V)

For g less than (22) there is no real root. For

W
2

V
-. C—) < g < o

2V ijQ/P y

there are two positive and real roots. For g = there are the positive

and real root r ° W/V and the real root r = 0. For g > there are a

positive and a negative real root, of which we reject the latter.

We should like to draw a picture of the function (21). Natural

scales have an origin and a negative half-space, hence can show the full

function. Logarithmic scales have neither but can show the elasticity of

the function as its steepness. We want the best of both worlds and show

(21) in natural scale in figure 6 and in logarithmic scale in figure 7.

Both diagrams show the function under pure money financing (g = 0) as

well as under pure bond financing (g = 0) . Figure 6 shows that the func-

tional forms under the two alternative methods of financing are quite dif-

ferent: a straight line and a parabola, respectively. Still, in the most

interesting part of its domain, i.e., for positive rates of growth of the

money and bond supplies up to, say, 0.2, the function (21) has much the

sar.e elasticities with respect to g^ and g , as demonstrated by our loga-

rithmic figure 7. Figures 6 and 7 were drawn on the basi- of the empiri-

cally plausible parameter values listed in table I.
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TABLE I. EMPIRICALLY PLAUSIBLE PARAMETERS

A = 25

a = 14/15

B = 353.75

b = 5,000

f = 4,500/2

H = 0.065

h = 1/20,000

1Q/P = 15

J = 180

j = 2/5

M/P = 360

T = 1/4

V = 1,550

w = 186

X
max

" I' 300

z = 0.02175
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2. Solutions for the Other Variables

Once we possess the solution (21) for the nominal rate of interest r,

ve may easily write solutions for our remaining three variables—all of

them linear functions of r. The LM curve (17) is a solution for physical

output when r stands for (21). Inserting (17) into (3) and (3) into (4)

will give us a solution for the real rate of interest. Inserting the re-

sult into (4) will give us a solution for the rate of inflation. The two

solutions are

j - fh M/P - J - ijQ/P
(23) p = r - (H - hX ) - h

max

fh M/P - J - ijQ/P
C2-) g= — r + H - hX + hT '

. max

where r stands for (21).

3. Solutions in Terms of Policy Instruments

Our solutions are expressed in terms of the rates of growth of money

and bond supplies, e and g , respectively. We use those rates as our

policy instruments, hence are very explicit on how to finance the govern-

ment deficit. The government budget constraint (15), used to derive
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those solutions, may be thought of as a solution for government purchase

G expressing it in terms of, first, the policy instruments e and g and,

second, the variables r and X, which have already been solved for in terms

of g^ and g
Q

.

V. THE RATES OF CHANGE OF SOLUTIONS

1. The Total Derivative of Solutions with Respect to Time

A nonbalanced government budget implies a nonzero c
, a nonzero g ,

or both. Such nonzero values are telling us that the money supply M, the

bond supply Q, or both are about to change. This is Turnovsky's (1977: xi)

"intrinsic dynamics". In all our solutions (17), (21), (23), and (24) the

money and bond supplies M and Q are present but never alone: They are al-

ways divided by price P. As a result, once we are committed to nonzero g^

and g our solution (24) will normally commit us to a nonzero g and to

changing M/P and Q/P. All solutions (17), (21), (23), and (24) contain

M/P and Q/P—but nothing else which is a function of time—hence will nor-

mally be changing. Let t represent time. Their rates of change will then

be described by the total derivatives of solutions (17), (21), (23), and

(24) with respect to t:

dr 3r d(M/P) 3r d(Q/P)

(25) — = +

dt 3 (M/P) dt 3(Q/P) dt
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dX 3X d(M/P) 3X d(Q/P)

(26) — = +
dt 3 (M/P) dc 3CQ/P) dt

dp 3p d(M/P) 3p d(Q/P)
(27) — = +

dt 3(M/P) dt 3(Q/P) dt

dgp 3g_ d(M/P) 3g_ d(Q/P)

(28) —?- = +
dt 3 (M/P) dt 3(Q/P) dt

Let us now take all the derivatives of the system (25) through

(28). For compactness let us write that system as the matrix multi-

plication shown in table II.

2. Partial Derivatives of Solutions with Respect to M/P and 0/P

Implicit differentiation of the quadratic equation (18) with re-

spect to M/P and Q/P will give us:

3r gj-[(l- a)(l - t) - bh]

(29;

3 (M/P) 2rV - W

2r g - bhx
(30) = -2

i:j

3 (Q/P) 2rV - W
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needed in (25) and constituting the first row of the middle matrix of

table II. The r stands for our solution (21).

It will now be easy to find the partial derivatives of solution

(17):

3X 1 g- [(1 - a)(l - x) - bh]

(31) {— fr+1}
9(M/P) j 2rV - W

ax g - bhr

(32) i(-* f - 1)

3(Q/P) 2rV - W

needed in (26) and constituting the second row of the middle matrix of

table II. Again r stands for our solution (21).

Similarly we may easily find the partial derivatives of solution

(23): •

9P 1 gwj - [(1 - a)(l - t) - bh]

(33) = - { (j - fh) — r - h}
3(M/P) j 2rV - W

3P gn - bhr
(34) i[(j - fh) -^ + h]

3(Q/P) 2rV - W

needed in (27) and constituting the third row of the middle matrix of

table II. Again r stands for our solution (21).
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Similarly we may easily find the partial derivatives of solution

(24):

3gp h tj - [(1 - a)(l - x) - bh]

(35) - {— fr + 1}

3CM/P) j 2rV - W

3g g - bhr

(36) — = hi(-* f - 1)

3(Q/P) 2rV - W

needed in (28) and constituting the fourth row of the middle matrix of

table II. Once more r stands for our solution (21).

3. Derivatives of M/P and 0/? with Respect to Time

It follows from (1) that

d(M/P)

(3?) = S(M/p)M/P " (% " gr
)M/p

d(Q/P)

(38) —— E g
(Q/p)

Q/P = (g
Q

- gp
)Q/P

dt

constituting the right-hand side column vector of table II. Table II,

then, is the system (25) through (28) written in matrix notation with

all derivatives taken.
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VI. FOUR POLICY SCENARIOS

Collapsing in four alternative ways, our matrix multiplication will

generate four alternative fiscal-policy scenarios:

(1) identical growth rates of the money and bond supplies

(2) pure money financing

(3) pure bond financing

(4) a balanced budget

Our numerical results are summarized in tables III and IV and will

now be derived.

1. First Policy: Identical Growth Rates of the Money and Bond Suppl i es

We begin with the easiest case. Imagine that the growth rates of

the money and bond supplies are equal and in turn equal to the growth

rate of price P:

(39) gM
- g

Q
- gp

In that case the right-hand side column vector of table II col-

lapses into a null vector. As a result
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dr dX dp dg
(40) — - — - — - —- -

dt dt dt dt

or, in English, the nominal rate of interest, physical output, the real

rate of interest, and the rate of inflation are all stationary.

Well and good, but are all these magnitudes controllable? Our g

is not a policy instrument but a variable. May a rate of inflation g

be generated by a public policy keeping the money and bond supplies M

and Q growing at rates equalling g ? Can such a delicate balancing act

be performed? To see if it can, replace g^ and gn
in (21) by g , in-

sert (21) into (24), and arrive at the quadratic in g alone:

(41) (V - fhM/P)g
p

2

- [fhw/j + (2V - fhM/P)z + (fh/j)
2
ijQ/P]g

p

+ (Vz + fhw/j )z -

where

w = W - gM
JM/P

M/P - J - ijQ/P

z H K - hX + h
max
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The delicate balancing act can be performed if this quadratic has

a reasonable root. Does it have one? Let us adopt the empirically

plausible parameter values listed in table I. Then one and only one

root gp - 0.05749 satisfies (21), (24), (39), and (41) and implies no

negative nominal rate of interest. We conclude that if the money and

bond supplies are growing at the rates

hi " 8
q

0.05749

then price will be growing at that rate, too, and the differences

g^ - g_ and g - gp will consequently be zero. Furthermore, as it turns

out, if money and bond supplies are growing at identical rates less than

0.05749, then the differences g - g = g - gp
< 0. And if money and

bond supplies are growing at identical rates greater than 0.05749, then

the differences g^ - g = g_ - g > 0. As a result, if money and bond

supplies are growing at the rates g„ g = 0.05749, then dX/dt 0, and

physical output remains stationary. If they are growing less rapidly

than that, then dX/dt < 0, and physical output is declining. If they

are growing more rapidly than that, then dX/dt > 0, and physical output

is growing.

Under such a policy of using combined money and bond financing to

keep physical output stationary, is government demand crowding out pri-

vate demand? Once the monetary and fiscal authorities have succeeded

in establishing (39) and (40), then the nominal rate of interest, physi-

cal output, the real rate of interest, and the rate of inflation are all

stationary: VJhatever crowding out may have taken place in the past has

now ceased.
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2. Second Policy: Pure Money Financing

Let the growth rate of the bond supply Q be zero. But let there be

a deficit, and let it be financed by an expanding money supply M:

(42) g - 0; ^ >

If g » then (21) collapses into r = W/V, consequently r/(2rV - W)

collapses into 1/V. Furthermore, gn
disappears from the second column of

the middle matrix of table II and from the right-hand side column vector

of table II. As a result, the matrix multiplication collapses into:

dr »j - [(i - a )(l - t) - bh] bh
(43) (g^ - g )M/P + — ljgpQ/P

dt V
a r

V

dX 1 &J - [(1 - a)(l - t) - bh]

(44) _„_{_£! f + 1}(„ _
g )M/p

dt j V

bh
+ i(— f + l)gpQ/P

V
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dp 1 &J - 1(1 - a)Cl - O - bh]

(45) — --{(j-fhl— h}(^ - g )M/P

dt j V

bh
+ HO - fb) h]g Q/P

V

dg h ftj - [(1 - a)(l - t) - bh]

(46) —e- = - {— f + l}(g^ - g )M/P

dt i V

bh
+ hi(— f + l)g Q/P

V

Would it also be feasible to keep output stationary by a pure money

financing of a deficit? To see if it would, insert (21) into (24), then

(24) into (44), set the latter equal to zero, and arrive at a quadratic

in e alone. Solve for g^, thus finding how rapidly the money supply

will have to be growing to keep output stationary. For the empirically

plausible parameter values listed in table I we find that if under pure

money financing the money supply is growing at the rate

hi
0.05598

then dX/dt = 0, and physical output remains stationary. If the money

supply is growing less rapidly than that, then dX/dt < 0, and physical
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output is declining. If the money supply is growing more rapidly than

that, then dX/dt > 0, and physical output is growing.

A policy of using pure money financing of a deficit to keep physi-

cal output stationary is feasible, then. But how would it affect the

nominal and real rates of interest and the rate of inflation? To find

out, set (44) equal to zero, multiply it by j/f, express its first term

by its last, insert the result into (43), and find the remarkably simple

result that

dr - (gv, - GP
)M/P - ijg

p
Q/P

(47) — = -

dt f

Intuitively one would expect the nominal rate of interest to be

growing with declining real money supply M/P and declining with declin-

ing real bond supply Q/P. Now in our present case of pure money financ-

ing the real money supply M/P is declining very slightly: At growing

price P the physical quantity of money M is growing almost as rapidly.

The real bond supply Q/P is definitely declining: At growing price P

the physical quantity of government bonds outstanding Q is not growing

at all. In other words, the two real supplies M/P and Q/P are both de-

clining, albeit in different degrees. Two forces are, then, pulling in

opposite directions, and the sign of their net result is sensitive to

the relative sizes of M/P and Q/P. For the parameter values listed in

table I a very slowly growing nominal rate of interest will be suffi-

cient to persuade asset holders to hold a declining real bond supply Q/P

and a very slightly declining real money supply M/P.
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How would the policy affect the real rate of interest? Again set

(44) equal to zero, but this time multiply it by (j - fh)/f, express its

first term by its last, insert tha result into (45) and find that

dp - (ft* - gp)M/P - ijgpQ/P

(48)

dt f

which is the same as (47).

Under such a policy of using pure money financing to keep physical

output stationary, is government demand crowding out private demand? It

follows from (48) that the real rate of interest is growing,, albeit

slowly, hence from (5) that physical investment is declining. In that

sense there is crowding out.

How would the policy affect the rate of inflation? Notice that the

right-hand side of (46) is equal to the right-hand side of (44) multi-

plied by h. Consequently a policy keeping dX/dt = will also keep

dg^/dt - 0. If dg^/dt - it follows from (4), in turn, that

dp/at = dr/dt—which is precisely what (47) and (48) are saying.

3. Third Policy: Pure Bond Financing

Let the growth rate of the money supply M be zero. But let there

be a deficit, and let it be financed by an expanding bond supply Q:

(49) gjj
= 0; g

Q
>
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In that case g^ disappears from the first column of the middle ma-

trix of table II and from the right-hand side column vector of table II.

As a result, the matrix multiplication collapses into:

dr (1 - a)(l - t) - bh gQ
- bhr

(50) r g M/P + -a ij(g - gp
)Q/P

dt 2rV - W 2rV - W w

dX 1 (1 - a)(l - t) - bh

(51) - { fr + l)g
p
M/P

dt j 2rV - W

g " bhr
+ i(-* f - l)(g - g )Q/P

2rV - W w

dp 1 (1 - a)(l - t) - bh

(52) —=--{- (j - fh) r - h}g M/P

dt j 2rV - W

g " bhr
+ i[ (j - fh) -* + h] (g - g )Q/P

2rV - W ^

dg
p h (1 - a)(l - t) - bh

(53; — = - - { fr + l)g M/P

dt j 2rV - W

g " bhr
+ hi(-^ f - l)(g - g )Q/P

2rV - W y
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Would it also be feasible to keep output stationary by a pure bond

financing of a deficit? To see if it would, insert (21) into (24), then

insert (21) and (24) into (51), set the latter equal to zero, and arrive

at a quartic in gn
alone. Solve for g , thus finding how rapidly the

bond supply will have to be growing to keep output stationary. For the

empirically plausible parameter values listed in table I we find that

if under pure bond financing the bond supply is growing at the enormous

rate

g
Q

- 0.83399

then dX/dt = 0, and physical output remains stationary. The rate is so

enormous because the responsibility for keeping physical output station-

ary is placed solely on the relatively small real government interest

bill iQ/P with no help to be expected from the much larger real money

supply M/P. If the bond supply is growing any less rapidly than at the

enormous rate g - 0.83399 then it turns out that dX/dt < 0, and physi-

cal output is declining. If, on the other hand, the bond supply is

growing even more rapidly than that, then dX/dt > 0, and physical output

is growing.

A policy of using pure bond financing of a deficit to keep physical

output stationary is feasible, then. But how would it affect the nomi-

nal and real rates of interest and the rate of inflation? To find out,

set (51) equal to zero, multiply it by j/f, express its first term by

its last, insert the result into (50), and find the remarkably simple

result that
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dr gp
M/P + (g - gp

)IjQ/P

(54) _ - _£ ^ i

dt f

Intuitively one would expect the nominal rate of interest to be

growing with declining real money supply M/P and growing with growing

real bond supply Q/P. Now in our present case of pure bond financing

the real money supply M/P is definitely declining: At growing price P

the physical quantity of money M is not growing at all. The real bond

supply Q/P is rapidly growing: At growing price P the physical quantity

of government bonds outstanding is growing much more rapidly. In

other words, the two real supplies M/P and Q/P are declining and grow-

ing, respectively. Two forces are, then, pulling in the same direction,

and the sign of their net result Is not sensitive to the relative sizes

!

of M/P and Q/P. Our result under pure bond financing is more robust,

then, than under pure money financing. What is our more robust result?

Well, to persuade asset holders to hold a bond supply Q growing at the

enormous rate g 0.83399 under a rate of inflation of g_ = 0.06187

—

hence a declining real money supply M/P to boot—would require a nominal

rate of interest growing at the absolute rate dr/dt 0.01196 or more

than one percentage point per annum.

How would the policy affect the real rate of interest? Again set

(51) equal to zero, but this time multiply It by (j - fh)/f, express its

first term by its last, insert the result into (52) and find that
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dp gpM/P + (g - gp
)ijQ/P

(55) y

dt f

which is the same as (54).

Under such a policy of using pure bond financing to keep physical

output stationary, is government demand crowding out private demand?

It follows from (55) that the real rate of interest is growing rapidly,

hence from (5) that physical investment is declining. In that sense

there is crowding out.

How would the policy affect the rate of inflation? Notice that the

right-hand side of (53) is equal to the right-hand side of (51) multi-

plied by h. Consequently a policy keeping dX/dt = will also keep

dg /dt - 0. If dg /dt = it follows from (4), in turn, that

dp/dt = dr/dt—which is precisely what (54) and (55) are saying.

4. Fourth Policy: A Balanced Budget

We began with an easy case, and let us conclude with one. Imagine

that the growth rates of the money and bond supplies are both equal to

zero because the budget is balanced:

(«> gM
- g

Q
-

In that case the right-hand side column vector of table II col-

lapses into
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(57) - gpM/P

- gpQ/P

and if g^ - g. 0, g„ disappears from the first column and g from the

second column of the middle matrix of table II.

With matrices collapsing like this, their multiplication becomes

easy. For the empirically plausible parameter values listed in table I

wp find the following signs of the left-hand side column vector:

(58)

dr— <

dt

(59)

dX

dt

<

(60)

dp— >

dt

(61)

dg,

dt

<

Given the inflationary potential H of the economy and with growth

of neither money nor bond supply possible, there is no way of keeping
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physical output from declining. Physical investment is declining, too:

According to (60) the only variable displaying growth is the real rate

of interest. As a consolation, inflation is subsiding.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The economic effects of money and bond financing are indeed quite

different. We have examined four policy scenarios, i.e., combined money

and bond financing of a deficit, pure money financing, pure bond financ-

ing, and the absence of any deficit under a balanced budget. A policy

of keeping physical output stationary was feasible in the first three

scenarios. The growth rates g„ and gn
of the money and bond supplies,

respectively, required by such a policy are shown by the first three

column entries of tables III and IV. The levels of physical output X

thus kept stationary are shown in the second row of table III. The re-

sulting rates of change of the nominal and real rates of interest, dr/dt

and dc/dt respectively, are shown in the first and third rows of table

IV and differ strikingly among the three policies. Pure money financing

displays the light crowding-out effect of a slowly growing real rate of

interest whose rate of change is (48) equalling 0.000005. By contrast,

pure bond financing operates exclusively via the capital market, hence

displays the heavy crowding-out effect of a rapidly growing real rate

of interest whose rate of change is (55) equalling 0.01196. The heavy

crowding-out effect allows the financing of a physical government
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purchase larger than that of any other scenario but, alas, is so heavy

that net investment becomes negative: Insert our solutions (17) and

(21) into (5), (14), and (15) and find the allocation of output among

consumption, investment, and government in the four scenarios to be:

840.4 5.8 303.7

833.0 12.6 293.7
901.6 -50.1 385.8
812.5 31.3 266.3

Combined money and bond financing

Pure money financing
Pure bond financing
Balanced budget

Even the first two policy scenarios permit government deficits to

absorb most of the private saving that would otherwise have financed

private investment. Like the U. S. economy the economy described by

the parameter values of table I is vulnerable to this sort of thing:

Its inherent weakness is its low propensity to save. According to tab-

le I its marginal propensity to save is (1 - a) (1 - t) = 1/20, and the

constant term A = 25 makes the average propensity even lower.

With such an inherent weakness wouldn't it be better to avoid de-

ficits altogether and adopt a policy of a balanced budget described in

our fourth scenario? The difficulty here is that with inflationary

expectations built into equation (3) either the money or the bond supply

or both will have to expand to keep physical output stationary, and no

such expansion can occur under a balanced budget.
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FOOTNOTE

Ott and Ott (1965) and Christ (1967) were the first to show that

a macroeconomic model becomes dynamic once it incorporates the govern-

ment budget constraint. Their budget constraint failed to include the

payment of interest on government bonds. Such payment might seem a de-

tail but is more than that and was included in later work by Blinder

and Solow (1974) and Turnovsky (1977).
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